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Key Points
- Erythrocytes suppress neutrophil activation and apoptosis in whole blood.
- Sialoglycoproteins on the erythrocyte surface regulate neutrophils through Siglec-9.

Healthy blood neutrophils are functionally quiescent in the bloodstream, have a short lifespan, and exit the circulation to carry out innate immune functions, or undergo rapid apoptosis and macrophage-mediated clearance to mitigate host tissue damage. Limitation of unnecessary intravascular neutrophil activation is also important to prevent serious inflammatory pathologies. Because neutrophils become easily activated after purification, we carried out ex vivo comparisons with neutrophils maintained in whole blood. We found a difference in activation state, with purified neutrophils showing signs of increased reactivity: shedding of l-selectin, CD11b upregulation, increased oxidative burst, and faster progression to apoptosis. We discovered that erythrocytes suppressed neutrophil activation ex vivo and in vitro, including reduced l-selectin shedding, oxidative burst, chemotaxis, neutrophil extracellular trap formation, bacterial killing, and induction of apoptosis. Selective and specific modification of sialic acid side chains on erythrocyte surfaces with mild sodium metaperiodate oxidation followed by aldehyde quenching with 4-methyl-3-thiosemicarbazide reduced neutrophil binding to erythrocytes and restored neutrophil activation. By enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay and immunofluorescence, we found that glycoporphin A, the most abundant sialoglycoprotein on erythrocytes, engaged neutrophil Siglec-9, a sialic acid–recognizing receptor known to dampen innate immune cell activation. These studies demonstrate a previously unsuspected role for erythrocytes in suppressing neutrophils ex vivo and in vitro and help explain why neutrophils become easily activated after separation from whole blood. We propose that a sialic acid–based “self-associated molecular pattern” on erythrocytes also helps maintain neutrophil quiescence in the bloodstream. Our findings may be relevant to some prior experimental and clinical studies of neutrophils. (BLOOD. 2017;129(23):3100-3110)

Introduction

Erythrocytes comprise almost ~50% of circulating human blood volume and mediate oxygen and carbon dioxide transport.1 They are abundant, accessible, structurally and functionally simple, and thus one of the best-studied cell types. Erythrocytes are not known to influence inflammation, except when damage releases their inflammatory internal contents.2,3 Notably, erythrocytes outnumber leukocytes in the bloodstream by as much as 1000:1, and the surfaces of these two cell types are in close association. Here, we describe an unexpected and potentially important immune-regulatory interaction of erythrocytes with neutrophils studied in whole blood ex vivo, and in vitro, following standard purification.

Neutrophils are the most abundant circulating leukocyte in humans and first responders against extracellular pathogens.4 In comparison with other leukocytes, neutrophils have a short circulating half-life, even in the absence of infection or inflammation.5,6 Healthy blood neutrophils transmigrate out of the circulation, return to the bone marrow to undergo apoptosis and macrophage-mediated clearance, or both.5,7,8 Neutrophils respond rapidly to injury or infection by chemotaxis. Activated neutrophils have elevated antimicrobial capacity, manifested through enhanced phagocytosis, reactive oxygen species (ROS) production, degranulation, or the formation of neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) against invading pathogens. These activities limit pathogen access to sterile sites, including the bloodstream.9 Following activation, neutrophils quickly undergo apoptosis and are subsequently phagocytized by macrophages for resolution of inflammation.10 Inappropriate neutrophil activation within the circulation or during clearance after an inflammatory response can cause or aggravate disease states,11 including septic shock,12 adult respiratory distress syndrome,13 and myocardial infarction.13

Neutrophils remain functionally quiescent in healthy circulation, and their activation is assumed to require priming by factors outside the bloodstream.14 Although extravascular stimuli are undoubtedly important, studies of neutrophils ex vivo also suggest functional deterioration and short lifespan after their purification, even when great care is taken to maintain sterility. This phenomenon is typically thought to reflect the normal biology of short-lived neutrophils.6 Here, we propose a mechanism that normally prevents neutrophil activation in circulating blood: loss of a critical inhibitor of activation occurs when...
neutrophils exit the circulation in response to chemotactic signals or during purification of neutrophils in vitro.

To identify this hypothesized critical inhibitor, we developed a method to directly compare neutrophils maintained in whole blood, with conventionally purified neutrophils from the same samples, and found differences in activation status and apoptosis. We found that neutrophil activation in blood is suppressed by erythrocyte sialoglycoproteins interacting via sialic acids with the inhibitory receptor Siglec-9 on their cell surface. Although amenable only to deglycosylation methods, washing, labeling as above, and resuspended in FACS buffer. Flow cytometry was performed using BD FACsCalibur or BD FACSCantoII.

Whole blood and buffy coat smear staining, immunofluorescence microscopy, and confocal microscopy

Whole blood anduffy coat smears were made using 5 μL each and were air-dried and fixed in 95% ethanol at ~20°C for 15 minutes. Slides were left to air-dry and then washed in phosphate-buffered saline with Tween 20 (PBST). To rehydrate, we incubated slides in 1% bovine serum albumin, 10 mM EDTA, and 0.09% sodium azide. Neutrophils were stained with streptavidin-phycoerythrin (PE) and mouse IgG1-FITC. All slides were washed with PBST and stained with 1% Hoechst for 15 minutes in the dark at RT. After a final PBST wash, slides were mounted with Prolong Gold Antifade Reagent with 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (Molecular Probes) and cover-slipped. Smears were stained in duplicate, and at least 5 images of Siglec-9 positive neutrophils were captured from 3 independent experiments.

Results

Neutrophils are activated during purification, shedding L-selectin, and upregulating CD11b integrin

Neutrophils were studied from freshly drawn heparinized human venous whole blood. To avoid accidental activation and unnecessary manipulation, we developed a simple method to directly analyze neutrophils collected ex vivo for comparison with neutrophils isolated in parallel from autologous blood samples using a standard Polymorphprep gradient centrifugation method. Neutrophils were gated by forward and side scatter and selected by CD11b marker. Neutrophils in whole blood appeared quiescent, expressing high levels of L-selectin and low levels of CD11b. In contrast, neutrophils purified under sterile conditions showed signs of activation, expressing reduced levels of L-selectin and higher CD11b expression (Figure 1A).

We also made comparisons with neutrophils in whole blood using 2 other purification methods: Percoll density gradient centrifugation (Amersham Biotech) or a recently described red blood cell depletion kit (EasySep Human Glycoporphin A Depletion Kit). The latter method uses immunomagnetic particles that bind to glycoporphin-expressing erythrocytes, which are then selectively depleted with an EasyStep magnet. Purified neutrophils that used all methods expressed higher CD11b (supplemental Figure 1). However, using the magnetic depletion kit did not cause obvious L-selectin shedding in comparison with whole-blood neutrophils. Overall, regardless of the method, removal of neutrophils from the erythrocytes from whole blood results in varied degrees of activation, with the least activation being associated with the rapid magnetic separation.

Unstimulated purified neutrophils are primed for activation and are apoptotic

To further evaluate the influence of purification on neutrophils, we measured reactive oxygen species (ROS) production by the phagolysosomal oxidative burst and neutrophil apoptosis by terminal deoxynucleotidyltransferase-mediated dUTP nick end labeling (TUNEL) assay. Without stimulation, purified neutrophils produced ROS as monitored over 15 minutes (Figure 1B). In contrast, neutrophils studied in whole blood show absent or minimal increase of baseline ROS production over the same period (Figure 1B). Upon stimulation with low concentrations of tumor necrosis factor α (TNF-α), and formyl-methionyl-leucyl-phenylalanine (fMLP) neutrophils in whole blood also showed minimal-to-no ROS production (Figure 1B). However,
purified neutrophils produced greater ROS upon stimulation with fMLP and TNF-α (Figure 1B).

Neutrophils undergo apoptosis to resolve inflammation and prevent damage.3 We compared apoptosis of purified neutrophils with those maintained in their natural blood compartment by using a TUNEL assay for DNA fragmentation in CD66b-positive neutrophils. After 7 hours, neutrophils left in whole blood had significantly reduced apoptosis in comparison with purified neutrophils (Figure 1C). Thus, separation of neutrophil from blood components sensitizes them to activation and triggers apoptosis. Thus, we hypothesized that there are factors in whole blood that normally maintain neutrophil quiescence.

**Erythrocytes inhibit neutrophil activation**

The major components of blood are plasma and erythrocytes; platelets and leukocytes comprise small components by mass. To identify blood factors that suppress neutrophil activation, we added back each blood component to freshly purified neutrophils and measured ROS produced as an indicator of spontaneous activation. Coincubation of autologous erythrocytes, plasma, or both significantly inhibited neutrophil ROS production (Figure 2A). From this point onward, we studied only the immunoregulatory effects of erythrocytes on neutrophil quiescence.

In vivo, neutrophils exit through capillaries and postcapillary venules.3 In these narrow vessels, cells are squeezed into single file, facilitating translocation and chemotaxis and effectively separating erythrocytes from neutrophils. To determine whether separation from erythrocytes is required for effective translocation and chemotaxis, we tested neutrophil migration across a Transwell filter in response to a bacterial chemotactic stimulus, fMLP, in the absence or presence of differing numbers of erythrocytes. Neutrophil transmigration was proportionately inhibited by increasing ratios of erythrocytes (1:1, 1:10, and 1:100; Figure 2B). Notably, we did observe some erythrocytes falling through the membrane filter (data not shown), indicating that the membranes were not clogging nor interfering with neutrophil migration.

Another important neutrophil function is forming DNA-based NETs. This is a specialized mechanism for entrapping bacteria to prevent the spread of infection.20,21 NETs are increasingly recognized as a potential contributor to pathological inflammatory conditions21; therefore, their release must be critically protected. As quantified by extracellular DNA release, increasing concentrations of erythrocytes significantly suppressed NET formation in response to the potent agonist phorbol myristate acetate (PMA) (Figure 2C-D).
Ex vivo, purified neutrophils die by apoptosis over a period of 8-36 hours. A 1:50 ratio of neutrophil:erythrocyte was sufficient to significantly suppress the onset of neutrophil apoptosis in vitro (Figure 2E). Neutrophils maintained in whole blood had a longer lifespan, measured by propidium iodide staining. Lifespan was further increased by decreasing temperature from 37°C to RT to 4°C, with neutrophil quiescence maintained for up to 24 hours in whole blood at 4°C (supplemental Figure 2).

Selective modification of erythrocyte surface sialic acids reveals their role in neutrophil quiescence

Erythrocyte cell surfaces are covered in a high density of sialic acids attached to the termini of sialoglycoprotein glycans. To determine whether sialic acids inhibit neutrophil activation, we could potentially remove them with a sialidase. However, sialidase treatment induces gross biophysical changes, including loss of cell hydrophilicity and

Figure 2. Autologous erythrocytes inhibit neutrophil oxidative burst, chemotaxis, extracellular trap formation and apoptosis. (A) Purified human neutrophils were coincubated in whole-blood components: plasma, erythrocytes, or both plasma and erythrocytes. Coincubation was done with whole plasma, and the erythrocyte concentration was at a 1:50 neutrophil:erythrocyte ratio. MFI of phagosomal ROS production was analyzed using Fc-OxyBURST Green assay reagent after 15 minutes; n = 3. Statistics were analyzed by ordinary 1-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). ****P < .0001. (B) The effect of neutrophil chemotaxis in combination with erythrocytes (neutrophils:erythrocytes; upper well) in the presence of 100 nM of fMLP (lower well) was determined using a transwell system. Statistics were analyzed by ordinary 1-way ANOVA; n = 4. *P < .03 versus control values considered statistically significant. (C) NET formation was quantified to determine the effect of erythrocytes incubated with neutrophils; n = 3. Statistics were analyzed by ordinary 1-way ANOVA. ***P < .0001 versus control values considered statistically significant. (D) NET formation microscopy analysis with increasing concentrations of erythrocytes plus phorbol myristate acetate (25 nM) where indicated. Scale bar, 50 μm. (E) Detection of apoptotic neutrophils was analyzed by TUNEL assay with and without incubation with erythrocytes up to 8 hours. Neutrophils were gated using forward and side scatter by flow cytometry and by TUNEL MFI of 10 000 cell counts. Results were analyzed by Student paired t test; n = 2. *P < .05 versus control values considered statistically significant. N/E, neutrophil:erythrocyte; PMA, phorbol myristate acetate; RFU, relative fluorescence units.
centrations of FTSC and MTSC were incubated with erythrocytes on sodium periodate pretreatment (Figure 3B). When equal concentrations and generation of borates. We therefore made use of a recent observation that FTSC can selectively react with periodate-generated aldehydes under gentle conditions. We used 4-methyl-3-thiosemicarbazide (MTSC), instead of the bulky FTSC, to leave behind an inert, but slightly modified, sialic acid side chain (Figure 3A). Flow cytometry demonstrated that FTSC integration on the erythrocyte surface depends on sodium periodate pretreatment (Figure 3B). When equal concentrations of FTSC and MTSC were incubated with erythrocytes after mild periodate oxidation, FTSC labeling was reduced in half (Figure 3B). Finally, when erythrocytes were mildly treated with periodate, followed by incubation of MTSC for 1 hour and FTSC for an additional 1 hour, FTCS labeling was almost eliminated (Figure 3B). Thus, the MTSC reaction went to completion; all aldehydes available for reaction with FTSC had reacted with MTSC.

This kind of mild sodium periodate oxidation on the erythrocyte surface is well known to be sialic acid specific and to not affect other molecules. As further evidence for erythrocyte sialic acid modification by periodate and MTSC, we measured loss of *Sambucus nigra* (SNA) lectin binding, which targets α2-6-linked cell surface sialic acids with intact side chains. Treated erythrocytes lost SNA binding, FTSC labeling was reduced in half (Figure 3B). Finally, when erythrocytes were mildly treated with periodate, followed by incubation of MTSC for 1 hour and FTSC for an additional 1 hour, FTCS labeling was almost eliminated (Figure 3B). Thus, the MTSC reaction went to completion; all aldehydes available for reaction with FTSC had reacted with MTSC.

This kind of mild sodium periodate oxidation on the erythrocyte surface is well known to be sialic acid specific and to not affect other molecules. As further evidence for erythrocyte sialic acid modification by periodate and MTSC, we measured loss of *Sambucus nigra* (SNA) lectin binding, which targets α2-6-linked cell surface sialic acids with intact side chains. Treated erythrocytes lost SNA binding (Figure 3C) in comparison with nontreated and mock-treated erythrocytes. Flow cytometry showed only a small decrease in expression of erythrocyte glycophorin A (GPA) after NaIO₄ treatment (Figure 3C), showing that the antibody epitope is largely intact after erythrocyte treatment and that it is independent of sialylation.

**Figure 3. Modification of side chains of terminal sialic acids on erythrocyte surface by mild periodate and MTSC.** (A) Mild oxidation using sodium periodate (NaIO₄) generates aldehydes on sialic acid-containing glycoproteins, followed by direct labeling of aldehydes with a fluorescent tag, FTSC (top, green). A smaller compound, MTSC, replaced FTSC, which would generate the same sialic acid modification without the fluorescein molecule (bottom, blue). (B) By flow cytometry, modification of sialic acid by both FTSC and MTSC was tested for reactivity and competition on the erythrocyte surface. Erythrocytes were treated with sodium periodate (NaIO₄) for 20 minutes on ice, followed by the addition of FTSC or MTSC, where noted, for 1 hour at 37°C; n = 2. (C) Sialic acid modification of treated erythrocytes (NaIO₄ + MTSC, MTSC only) and untreated erythrocytes (DPBS) were stained with biotinylated SNA lectin, which preferentially binds to sialic acids attached to terminal galactose residues that could engage receptors such as galectins. Therefore, we selectively modified sialic acids on the erythrocyte surface using mild sodium periodate oxidation (NaIO₄), a well-known classic method that specifically modifies the exocyclic side chain of terminal sialic acids on sialoglycoproteins. Although this mild treatment has previously been shown to be highly selective for sialic acids on erythrocytes, it leaves behind reactive aldehyde groups on the side chain, which could affect further functional studies. Quenching the aldehydes with sodium borohydride would damage erythrocytes because of alkaline conditions and generation of borates. We therefore made use of a recent observation that FTSC can selectively react with periodate-generated aldehydes under gentle conditions. We used 4-methyl-3-thiosemicarbazide (MTSC), instead of the bulky FTSC, to leave behind an inert, but slightly modified, sialic acid side chain (Figure 3A). Flow cytometry demonstrated that FTSC integration on the erythrocyte surface depends on sodium periodate pretreatment (Figure 3B). When equal concentrations of FTSC and MTSC were incubated with erythrocytes on sodium periodate pretreatment (Figure 3B). When equal concentrations of FTSC and MTSC were incubated with erythrocytes on sodium periodate pretreatment (Figure 3B).
After successful erythrocyte sialic acid modification, we asked whether the suppression of neutrophil activation was lost. We purified neutrophils with untreated (DPBS), mock (MTSC only), and treated erythrocytes (NaIO\textsubscript{4}/MTSC), measuring production of ROS after 15 minutes with no stimulus. This subtle modification of cell surface sialic acids was indeed sufficient to markedly reduce the inhibitory effect of erythrocytes on neutrophil activation (Figure 3D).

**Surface-expressed sialylated glycoporphin A on erythrocytes engage neutrophils via Siglec-9**

Sialic acid–binding Ig-like lectins (Siglec) are inhibitory receptors that recognize sialic acids as self-associated molecular patterns (SAMPs)\textsuperscript{30} and suppress leukocyte activation.\textsuperscript{31–34} Siglec-9 is the most abundant Siglec constitutively expressed on neutrophils,\textsuperscript{35,36} and a candidate for the erythrocyte sialic acid–mediated neutrophil suppression. We thus tested loss of Siglec-9 binding on erythrocytes after NaIO\textsubscript{4}/MTSC treatment. As is shown in Figure 4A, recombinant soluble human Siglec-9-Fc binds to human erythrocytes, and binding was abrogated by a single amino acid mutation known to eliminate sialic acid recognition (Siglec-9\textsuperscript{R120K}-Fc).\textsuperscript{35} Consistent with this finding, NaIO\textsubscript{4}/MTSC-treated erythrocytes with sialic acid side chain modification also lost Siglec-9-Fc binding. Attempts to further analyze the interaction using blocking and nonblocking anti-Siglec-9 antibodies were confounded by the fact that these reagents trigger immediate signaling, followed by rapid clearance by endocytosis,\textsuperscript{37} a process we found to be prominent in neutrophils.

GPA is the most abundant erythrocyte surface sialoglycoprotein, with approximately $1 \times 10^{10}$ copies on each cell,\textsuperscript{1,38} and accounts for a large fraction of the total sialic acid on erythrocyte glycoproteins. Among a variety of Siglec-Fc molecules (Siglec-9, $-9\textsuperscript{R120K}$, $-5$, $-14$, and $-7\textsuperscript{-Fc})$\textsuperscript{39} tested for interaction with immobilized GPA, Siglec-9-Fc was the only one that showed prominent binding, and binding was lost in the mutant Siglec-9\textsuperscript{R120K}-Fc (Figure 4B).

To further document interactions between erythrocyte GPA and neutrophil Siglec-9 in blood ex vivo, we compared blood smears made from freshly collected whole blood or from erythrocyte-poor, neutrophil-rich buffy coat preparations made from the same sample. Figure 4C shows interactions between erythrocyte GPA (green) and neutrophil Siglec-9 (red) when undiluted samples were smeared immediately after collection. Polarized clustering of Siglec-9 toward GPA on erythrocytes was frequently observed on smears prepared from whole blood (Figure 4C). By contrast, the pattern of Siglec-9 staining appeared much more uniform in smears made from buffy coat preparations (Figure 4C). To obtain a clearer image of the differences between whole-blood and buffy coat smears, we also performed confocal microscopy (Figure 4D). These images not only confirm the polarized clustering of Siglec-9 in peripheral smears we observed by epifluorescence in Figure 4C but also showed the proximity of such polarized clusters of Siglec-9 on neutrophils to GPA on erythrocytes. In many instances, colocalization between GPA and Siglec-9 was observed (Figure 4D, lower left), consistent with our finding that Siglec-9-Fc binds erythrocytes. Taken together, these findings illustrate how the brief physical separation involved in the preparation of the buffy coat is sufficient to markedly reduce the Siglec-9 clustering toward GPA on erythrocytes (Figure 4C-D, right), which was predominantly observed in fresh blood smears (Figure 4C-D, left). Figure 4E shows an isotype control. Quantifying multiple fields (see the Methods section), we found that $>75\%$ of neutrophil Siglec-9 was clustered in erythrocyte-rich whole-blood smears, whereas $>85\%$ of neutrophil Siglec-9 was nonclustered in erythrocyte-poor buffy coat smears (Figure 4F).

**Erythrocyte’s suppression of neutrophils in whole blood does not completely suppress bacterial killing**

Neutrophils are the first responders to bacterial infections in tissues; however, bacterial killing assays indicate that neutrophils can kill bacteria in whole blood, that is, they are not completely inert in the presence of erythrocytes. Bacterial killing was evaluated across several neutrophil:erythrocyte ratios, with the leading blood-borne pathogen being methicillin-resistant *Staphylococcus aureus* (MRSA) and a non-pathogenic *Escherichia coli* (E coli) strain at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 1 bacterium per neutrophil (MOI = 1). Addition of erythrocytes did not completely suppress neutrophil activity; however, clearance of both species was less efficient in the presence of 1:100 and 1:1000 neutrophil:erythrocyte ratios (Figure 5A). Likewise, neutrophil degranulation to release antimicrobial effectors was partially suppressed by erythrocytes (Figure 5B).

**Discussion**

Erythrocytes are one of the best-studied cell types and known for their pivotal function of oxygen and carbon dioxide transport. Despite these past studies and their numerical dominance in flowing blood, erythrocytes are assumed to have no major involvement in regulation of inflammation. Here, we identify an unexpected function of erythrocytes of likely biological importance and their interaction with neutrophils. Our data show that sialic acids present SAMPs to the erythrocyte surface to suppress neutrophil reactivity and maintain quiescence ex vivo and in vitro. Suppression of neutrophil activation involves a cluster of sialic acids on the most abundant erythrocyte sialoglycoprotein, GPA, which engages neutrophil Siglec-9, a receptor previously known to dampen innate immune cell activation.\textsuperscript{35,36} The new finding that erythrocyte surface sialic acids suppress neutrophil activation ex vivo and in vitro may help explain some common laboratory observations. We clearly demonstrate how separation of erythrocytes from neutrophils was sufficient to activate neutrophils and initiate apoptosis. Our results suggest that neutrophils do not require priming by factors outside the bloodstream to become activated. Rather, neutrophil activation can be initiated by removing them from whole blood, and all of its components, initiating an extravascular program of increased activation potential and, ultimately, apoptosis.

Plasma glycoproteins and platelets, whose surfaces are also sialic acid rich, might supplement the erythrocyte contribution to neutrophil quiescence in the bloodstream and extend the SAMP hypothesis.\textsuperscript{30} Indeed, our study showed that autologous plasma also has a suppressive effect on neutrophil activation (Figure 2A), a finding meriting further investigation. A prior study showed that incubation with viable and fixed unstimulated platelets, or fixed activated platelets, resulted in inhibition of neutrophil apoptosis.\textsuperscript{40} The mechanism responsible was not defined in the study, but a similar engagement of abundant platelet sialoglycoproteins with neutrophil Siglec-9 can be considered in future studies.

We found 2 prior studies that evaluated the importance of erythrocytes in preventing neutrophil cell death. Aoshiba et al described effects of erythrocytes inhibiting apoptosis of purified human neutrophils in vitro.\textsuperscript{31} This study used exposure to exogenous H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2} to promote induction of apoptosis and found that having erythrocytes present served as a “sink” to scavenge oxygen radicals and prolong the lifespan of neutrophils. An older study by Van Asbeck et al described how insufflation of intact erythrocytes into the tracheobronchial tree...
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### C. Epifluorescence Microscopy
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### D. Confocal Microscopy
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### E. Isotype Epifluorescence
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### F. Quantification of Siglec-9 Distribution
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of hyperoxic rats increased their survival due to the ROS-scavenging effects of erythrocytes. Molecular mechanisms were not explored in either study, but our SAMP model was likely operant during these experimental setups. Comparing our results, we suggest that a ratio of 1000:1 (erythrocytes:neutrophils) not only protects against apoptosis but also suppresses neutrophil activation in the bloodstream. Antioxidant properties of erythrocytes may further mitigate one of the inflammatory consequences of neutrophil activation (i.e., ROS); however, we did not examine this aspect in the current study because modifying erythrocyte sialic acids was sufficient by itself to eliminate the neutrophil suppression effect.

Our observation that whole-blood smears, but not buffy coat smears show high percentages of neutrophil Siglec-9 clustering at points of contact with erythrocytes was initially surprising (Figure 4). However, centrifugation of whole blood involves separation of erythrocytes from leukocytes, followed by formation of the buffy coat. This finding suggests that neutrophil Siglec-9 may be in frequent contact with erythrocyte sialic acids in vivo. However, separation would occur when individual cells pass single file through capillaries; thus, complete separation of erythrocytes from neutrophils might facilitate translocation and chemotaxis upon reaching postcapillary venules. Furthermore, our chemotaxis assays show that decreasing numbers of erythrocytes allow for more transmigration of neutrophils, modeling the in vivo circumstance in which neutrophils leave the circulation to subsequently exhibit activation phenotypes such as ROS generation and NET production in infected tissues.

Our findings are relevant to in vitro experiments involving neutrophils and may explain variable results of some prior studies of isolated neutrophils. Because loss of contact with erythrocytes favors rapid neutrophil activation and apoptosis, the exact timing at which neutrophils are used in in vitro studies (e.g., microbial killing) after purification could be important. To avoid accidental activation, we took care to maintain sterility of neutrophil isolation in this study, and experiments were completed within <2 hours. Polymerprehype solution was the primary method used to isolate a pure granulocyte fraction from human blood by centrifugation. This method has been used by many investigators because of its efficacy for enriching neutrophils. An earlier study compared several different methods for isolating neutrophils. The investigators assessed purity, function, and expression of cell surface markers of enriched granulocytes obtained by Ficoll density centrifugation, anti-CD15 antibody conjugated magnetic microbeads (positive selection), or density centrifugation using Polymerprehprep. Depending on the method used, all 3 strategies showed no major differences in enriched granulocyte purity when selected with CD66b, the same marker used in this study to gate on neutrophils. No significant cell death was observed during the isolation procedure. Spontaneous ROS production levels did not differ in unstimulated granulocytes. No differences were observed in phagocytosis of E coli, and the expression of l-selectin was similar in all groups. However, a control to show how neutrophil activation and function behaved in whole blood was not performed.

For future studies using density centrifugation methods, adding back autologous erythrocytes may augment neutrophil lifespan for studies of longer duration. For studies requiring minimal activation, the magnetic removal of erythrocytes described here may be useful. If rapid isolation of pure neutrophils is desired, a method such as the MACSxpress Neutrophil Isolation Kit might be beneficial. This approach uses negative selection to remove all blood components except neutrophils. Preliminary analysis comparing this method to whole blood shows slight activation (higher expression of CD11b) but no difference in l-selectin, supporting our hypothesis of neutrophil activation when separated from blood components. This is likely due to rapid purification, minimal manipulation, and immediate use. We also noted that neutrophils maintained in whole blood had a much longer lifespan, especially at 4°C, at which temperature they underwent minimal activation, and is of potential practical relevance when storing or shipping samples for research studies. In the future, it would be interesting to see whether similar issues affect isolation procedures for other leukocytes expressing Siglecs, such as monocytes.

As with any unexpected observation, our findings raise questions for future investigation, including the full relevance of erythrocyte-mediated neutrophil suppression in vivo. Although we studied the phenomenon in freshly collected whole blood, we are unable to think of a logical and ethical experiment that could definitively prove the importance of this mechanism in vivo. One cannot rapidly deplete erythrocytes from the circulation without also causing major oxygenation and hemodynamic changes. On the other hand, simple evaluation of the heightened activation state of neutrophils migrating from the circulation into the tissues in response to chemotactic stimulus would not definitively prove that their escape from erythrocyte suppression was the key factor.

There are, however, some prior observations that support the current hypothesis and may be of practical relevance to our discovery. Experimental neutrophil half-lives reported in human subjects vary between ~8 hours and 3 + days. Notably, the shorter times were found in studies using purified and retransfused neutrophils. In this regard, our findings are possibly relevant to granulocyte transfusions in neutropenic patients, a theoretically useful approach with mixed results to date, complicated by neutrophil sequestration in lung vasculature. Given our findings, adding back some autologous erythrocytes to granulocytes prepared for transfusion could possibly improve stability and efficacy and reduce adverse effects.

Circulating erythrocyte levels could also be relevant to neutrophil activation in circulation, a process involved in several disease states, including leukocytoclastic vasculitis, organ reperfusion injury, adult respiratory distress syndrome, and septic shock. It may also be interesting to ask whether patients with genetically inherited erythrocyte membrane abnormalities have altered ligand levels for Siglec-9.

Figure 4. GPA, the major surface sialoglycoprotein on erythrocytes, engages Siglec-9 via sialic acids. (A) Treated (NaIO₄, MTSC, mock treated (MTSC only), and untreated (DPBS) erythrocytes were evaluated for the binding of Siglec-9-Fc and analyzed by flow cytometry. Isotype control (goat anti-human IgG); n = 4. (B) Human recombinant Siglec-9-Fc was measured for their ability to bind immobilized GPA by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay; n = 3. Statistics were analyzed by ordinary 1-way ANOVA. ***P < .0001 versus control values considered statistically significant. (C) Smears prepared immediately after drawing whole blood (left) or those prepared from buffy coat (right), fixed and stained for the erythrocyte GPA (green), Siglec-9 on neutrophils (red), and nucleus (Hoechst). Clustering (merge) of GPA with neutrophils. In this example, adding back some autologous erythrocytes to granulocytes prepared for transfusion could possibly improve stability and efficacy and reduce adverse effects.

Circulating erythrocyte levels could also be relevant to neutrophil activation in circulation, a process involved in several disease states, including leukocytoclastic vasculitis, organ reperfusion injury, adult respiratory distress syndrome, and septic shock. It may also be interesting to ask whether patients with genetically inherited erythrocyte membrane abnormalities have altered ligand levels for Siglec-9.
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Our study also introduces a simple technique for flow cytometry analysis of multiple neutrophil markers directly detected in intact whole blood as well as a refinement of the classic method of mild metaperiodate oxidation of sialic acid side chains. By aldehyde quenching with MTSC, we generated intact erythrocytes that can no longer bind Siglec-9. This subtle modification of cell surface sialic acids was sufficient to reduce the inhibitory effect of erythrocytes on neutrophil activation, emphasizing the specificity of this interaction.

Many of the experimental and clinical issues discussed here remain speculative. However, taken together with our ex vivo findings, they suggest that this unexpected discovery of erythrocyte suppression of neutrophils may have diverse implications for situations involving neutrophil biology. It also remains to be seen whether erythrocyte sialic acids interact with inhibitory SiglecS on other leukocytes within the bloodstream.
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